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1 Updates to Named Entity
Recognizer software

Since the release of the Illinois Named Entity Rec-
ognizer described in [2], we have made a number of
improvements to the software. Modifications were
made to improve reliability, reduce memory foot-
print and improve wall clock time performance.
Several bugs were fixed long the way, and the
gazetteers were updated, improving upon what was
already state-of-the-art accuracy.

1.1 Memory footprint

The memory footprint is significantly smaller as
the result of stripping the core token representa-
tion to a much leaner representation. Unused fields
were removed from this data structure. Addition-
ally, the code base was surveyed to ensure static
data was used appropriately and in a read-only
fashion, and that such data was never replicated.
Many large data structures were also optimized re-
sulting in both performance and memory footprint
improvements.

Performance was also improved by a new
gazetteer look-up implementation. Although
this slightly increased the memory footprint, the
new implementation improved flexibility (this new
gazetteer can find phrases of any length, where
the previous implementation limited the size of
phrases) and significantly improved performance.

1.2 Scalability

There was also a keen focus on scalability issues in
this version. Previous version were thread-safeat
the expense of multiprocessor performance. This
current implementation has run on many cores si-
multaneously with considerably less resource con-
tention. This work has produced a version limited
more by the bandwidth of the system bus than by
access to shared resources.

1.3 API

This version is using the standard
View/Constituent API from the Illinois Cog-
nitive Computation Group’s core libraries
(https://github.com/IllinoisCogComp/illinois-
cogcomp-nlp). This simple API allows users to

make a call resulting in a data structure that
is easy to parse and understand. We have also
included an improved interactive menu driven
command line utility that can be used to process
files in bulk or individually. The configuration file
has been dramatically simplified further improving
the user experience.

2 Evaluation

Table 2 collects statistics on the performance of
the updated NER package and compares it to
the figures reported in [2]. The evaluation on
OntoNotes [1] has been added for completeness.
Memory overhead was not recorded for the origi-
nal software release.

Version Ratinov &
Roth 2009

2016
Release

CoNLL F1 90.57 91.06
MUC F1 85.62 88.31
Web F1 74.53 79.50
OntoNotes F1 - 84.63
Memory
Overhead

- 1.2G

Table 1: Evaluation of the new Illinois NER
software, compared to its previous perfor-
mance. Note that the different data sets listed
have different label sets and annotations, so num-
bers are not comparable across tasks. For details,
see [2].
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